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TAT AF- (General Instruction)

Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.

R A HEAT 19 1
The total number of questions is 19

Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions.
Answer any five of thesequestions in one sentence. Each question
carries 1 mark.

Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer
any five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question
carries 3 marks.

Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer
any Three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question
carries 5 marks.
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What year census started in India?

2. f91A pfa ÀHTT FT HHFTA E?

What do you understand from mixed agriculture?

3. HET ETE HTRGT YY7 3 HTHTSIGY TlaÀE?

Which of the first 3 largest state of India is in the sight of population?

Write the name of the two major beverages?

What are metallic minerals called ?

6. 3icRiEr yaTH YfrHTYT ?

Define International Migration?

What is the specialty of black clay

8.taa qyUT H TT T HHTA |H Tt5ATH 39TT aAIT ?

What do you understand from sound pollution? State the measures for its

prevention.

Write the names of three major components of population change ?

Describe the importance of satellite system in India?
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11. TBT aie Ff fANuaIz TT quta 3ud TcI Å TI Describe the

characteristics of intensive discharge agriculture in their own words?

How is road transport easier than rail transport ?

Give explanation on environmental pollution by solid waste ?

Tell the measures to promote dairy agriculture in India?

Describe the factors affecting the migration?

Why is the need for the protection of coal minerals in India

Explain the difference between birth rate and death rate ?

Describe the impact of water pollution on human health ?

Markthefollowing cotton textile centre on map of India?

(5) H (Mumbai)

(E) HEHISTG (Ahmadabad)

(T) h1HR (Kanpur)

(2)Rd (Surat)

(5.) htchlT(Kolkata)
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